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Welcome to the Tuggies Tele, a fortnightly view of what’s been happening on and off the
ground at the Mighty Tuggeranong Valley Cricket Club!

OUTRIGHTS & TINSEL EDITION
What a fortnight! & what a way to go to Christmas.
Two outrights, some wins, some loses, a fighting draw, a hundred, a robbed double hundred, 5 wicket hauls, a 10
wicket match and a hat trick and from all reports a very drunk Panda. It had it all!
Before we start I just wanted to give Charlie Morris a quick shout out, Hands up if you’re Three Nil up!  Winners
are Grinners & I’m pretty sure you’re not the only Englishman who wanted to be flying home for Christmas.
But to start this edition we send some festive messages
to everyone to ensure we have a well-deserved and l
lovely break. I also know this time of year is celebrated
and festive and merry and all that, and I don’t want to
drown that out but it can also be a lonely and tough
time for some and as such I want to take this chance to
say if anyone reading this needs it please reach out as
we are one big Viking Family and as such I am always
happy to set another plate at the table for Christmas if
someone needs it, plus it saves me from all the leftovers from catering too much.
Before I get stuck on how much Ham I had in my
freezer last year I will get back on the task at hand.
Around the Grounds this fortnight has a bit of
everything and should make for some interesting
reading this edition. I’m also impressed that someone
stepped up to my challenges from the last Tele and we
get to add a centurion, Tommy Seaman to the Honour Board and we also only just missed out on a 100 run stand in
the top three thanks to the girls who had an unbeaten 99 run opening stand which I’m sure had they had the runs to
chase would have been a 100 run partnership, thanks Girls. We also add a 10th wicket partnership that came close to
stealing the game from North’s in 3s.
After the honour board I get to share something a bit new for the club and something I hope to grow in the near
future. I’ve been busy this week and with the help of a few key club members in pointing me in the right directions
I’ve been able to track down some more club history for the website. Thanks to Adam Morehouse we now have a
copy of our 1st Grade Cap Numbers. With any luck we will be able to piece together the complete statistical history
for all club players and start to see how rich our history really is and we might even be able to celebrate some
milestones like 300 games... just for you Crusher!
We’ve also worked hard looking over the early rounds to bring to you the #BicksPix for the T20 weekend and first
three rounds of the season, along with the most recent round pick. Almost as hard as gather a club’s history of stats
really.
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We then get a quick update to the TVCC 2 Day Fantasy comp to see who’s sitting at top going into the break as teams
are now locked in for the season.
For the final Captains Corner for the year we hear from the man who probably has the toughest job in the club as the
Mighty 5s Skipper Veg shares a word with us which in my opinion is something we should all read and think about in
depth before moving on. After the sage advice from a wise lower grade skipper we move on to get some sage advice
from Super Coaches JFlo and Billy to keep us focused on growing as cricketers over the merry break.
And everything I was told as a kid comes true as red really is the fastest colour with Sammy Burge grilled with Jake in
the quickest Chisholm Spotlight to date. Thankfully we can all keep up with the questions unlike Burgie running.
Then we finish off the reporting side of the Tele with some news from the Juniors with the Juniors Player of the
Week, a Six-A-Side Friendly and T20 Blast. Thank you again for the Juniors supplying material for the Tele it is
appreciated to see we have your support.
So before we crack on with the Tele I would like to ensure we are all aware that training will recommence on
Wednesday 03 & Thursday 04 January before the first Saturday 06 January 2018. Looking forward to seeing you all
in the New Year.

JD
Here is a Christmas card from 1936 that we all can relate to:
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CHRISTMAS MESSAGE
To all the members and families of the club
Have a wonderful Christmas, be safe be merry and be well and see you all for the
next round on the 6th January.
John Evans
TVCC President
And further to his message he has asked me to share the next thank you message
from the committee:
The Committee wants to take the opportunity to say a very big thank you to a couple of folks
who recently went well over and beyond for the Club. We recently hosted some CACT
matches at very short notice. As a result of the short notice and on match day we suddenly
realised that we had no pavilion manager appointed and that this potentially gave a group of
18 year olds unsupervised access. No a suitable situation!
Up stepped Bicko and Pina who volunteered to give up part of their weekend to fill the gap.
The Club really appreciates their dedication and support of the Club. To volunteer at very
short notice and give up part of a valuable weekend is an unselfish action. We all thank you
both for your efforts.
I‘d like to thank everyone for helping me make the Tele what it is today and the fact we can
share a Christmas message this way.
As my typical Irish heritage kicks in over the break and “merry” becomes the daily grind I
wish you all a merry time and remind you “he sees you when you’re drinking” so be good or
at least make it worth it.
I’ll leave with the Irish blessing – “May your troubles be less and your blessings be more,
And nothing but happiness come through your door” and I’d be a miss without a toast, which
will surely reappear at Christmas after a few too many homemade Irish Creams!
Here’s to,
a Long Life and a Merry one,
a Quick Death and an Easy one,
a Pretty Girl and an Honest one,
a Cold Beer and Another one!
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AROUND THE GROUNDS
1 st Grade
Round 9 v North’s at Harrison No#2
TVCC 8/248 from 79 overs B.Floros 60*, A.Sharma 42 & M.Rogers 41 Drew with North’s 7dec/323 from 114 overs
B.Floros 24-9-5/40 & J.Haywood 26-9-2/55
Tuggies made the trek out to South Goulburn aka Harrison.
On arrival it was apparent that things were largely the same, see through sight screens and an outfield that would
make a dentist excited.
After winning the toss and choosing to bowl we were after early wickets. With Norths 1-60 at lunch hindsight was
looking like a wonderful thing, unfortunately 2 early wickets to Juggsy in the second session could not break the
game open and Norths plodded along to tea 3 down. The afternoon was not much different with Norths content to
block everything, their first class pom taking 50 balls to score his first 3 runs, much to the frustration of the Vikings.
With an hour to play, morale had dropped significantly, a good shout late in the day with the ball reversing was
turned down and Norths crawled to end of the days play at 3-260 from 101 overs.
Fast forward a week Norths continued their innings. A wicket with the first ball of the day gave renewed hope to the
Vikings of containing Norths to a reasonable total. Unfortunately a couple of missed chances meant they were able
to bat for another 14 overs pushing the score to 323 before declaring. Benji stealing some late wickets to grab 5-40
off 24 overs and Jugs finishing with 2-55 from 26.
With 79 overs to chase 320 it was always going to be tough, Amit made a blazing start hitting a run a ball 42 before
getting out, from there wickets continued to fall at regular intervals and the chase was looking bleak, Matty Rogers
continued to look good with 41 but when he was dismissed things looked shaky. From there Norths pressed hard for
the win and some stubborn contributions were required from the middle - lower order. Eric and Stanks both dug in
but were out before significant scores could be made.
At 7 down with 20 overs left it was going to be a nail biting finish. Luckily Norths were not able to find the killer blow.
Benji stood tall to finish 60 not out, ably assisted by Charlie at the other end meaning the Vikings escaped with a
draw and some thinking to do leading into the new year.

2 nd Grade
Round 9 v North’s at Chis No#1
TVCC 2dec/177 from 39 overs L.Ayers 87*(85), A.Seary 40(99) & M.Floros 32*(18) Defeated North’s Outright 10/65
from 39 overs G.Lemin 12-9-6/6 & A.Floros 10-2-2/19 and 10/80 from 39.4 overs A.Floros 20-1-8/43, G.Lemin 8-41/7 & T.Hays 4.4-2-1/9.
Back to Chis for our first home game of the Two Day Competition. You wouldn’t be far off the mark thinking “what
the” when Jake won the toss and channelled his inner Joe Root to send North’s into bat on a pretty normal looking
wicket aka Flat…
But at 1/5 from just 7 balls it seemed it was the right decision and the flash backs to the 90min One Day game
suggesting it might not have been the wicket that helped roll North’s for 35. From ball one it was all one way traffic
with only two batting partnerships getting into double figures as North’s limped to 65 all out from 39 overs. The
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bowlers performed well maintaining pressure through the innings with Alexander Floros (10-2-2/19) and Adam Onus
(4-0-0/14 unlucky not to get a wicket) started well without a lot of luck really. Before Tyler Hays came back to the
bowling crease for 2s with a handy 8-3-1/16 which again could have been more. Billy Floros (5-2-1/8) chipped in with
the big wicket of North’s only batsmen showing any real intent to score. But the star of the show was another
veteran who came into 2s as a stop gap measure really as he could only play one Saturday of the round and showed
the pure class of the man as he was virtually unplayable. Greg Lemin absolutely destroyed North’s with 12-9-6/6
showing he could still make the ball dance and still provide a batsmen some timely advice explaining to one kid after
being beaten by a long way with the inswinger that “it goes both ways mate”. Catch of the day goes to Adam Onus
not because it was hard but purely because he held it and didn’t break the “crocodile” finger in the process after
making a decision a bit late leave one hand with fingers down and the other up… lucky he didn’t do a Hesse styled
injury.
So with batting looking hard it was time for Adam Seary and Billy Floros to show that it really isn’t that hard, they did
this for 27 runs before Billy 16(32) chopped on trying to force the pace against a lack of pace. From here it was the
show of the game so far as Logan Ayers joined Seary to put Norths to the sword. Scoring at will they passed the
target and kept going before Seary 40(99) was stumped with the score on 103. Enter another Floros, this time in the
form of a Matty and he was oh so willing to listen to skipper Jake about pressing the attack and looking to quick runs
with a whirlwind of shots that had the bowlers had pace could have been booking tickets to Sydney. Matty and
Logan both went about scoring at pace before the skipper again making a not so popular decision to declare at 2/177
from 39 overs, partly to rub it in North’s nose showing them what they should have been from 39 overs I’m sure, but
it did make for some interesting chat being thrown around. It did leave Logan on 87*(85) and Matty 32*(18)
however, with a 112 runs lead and the main destroyer from the first innings only available this week I am surprised
the decision did not come earlier to be honest. But too his credit Logan obviously upset with being robbed a chance
to convert and show how to actually score a 200 he understood why the decision was made and showed his team
first class through taking a catch in the second innings whilst constantly reminding Jake he robbed him big time.
Although Jake a nervous wreck about another decision, much like another English Captain in 2002 who sent Australia
in on a Gabba wicket to finish the day 2/364. The decision proved right as we finished the day with North’s 3/28 Greg
Lemin again proving he was a class above with 8-4-1/7 and Alexander Floros 8-0-2/21.
Things looked a little different on day two as a number of representative players returned for North’s and the man of
the moment GL was absent from the crease. Jake did his best to steel the dressing room for a long day and after the
first 9 overs I’m sure he was trying to find a counsellor for his speed dial. With pressure being created from one end
with Adam Onus 7-2-0/13 finding some handy form with some pace and swing, but ultimately unlucky in the wickets
regard it was Alexander Floros who got the luck finally standing up tall and getting it to swing and find the edge to
Billy for our first. 4/45 and Jake could finally breathe again before Alexander did it again, a little outswinger and an
edge to first slip… What was happening? Panda swinging it and back to back wickets confirming the declaration and
a robbed 200 for Logan justified as being right. The Cricket Gods were truly on our side as Panda then completed the
hat trick trapping the next one in front with a little off cutter. 3/45 and cruising to 6/45 and all at sea, can be a funny
game this cricket. From here it was back to some average bowling for Panda but with the batsmen all at sea and no
idea how to rebuild it was all that was needed. Hit the spot create some pressure and wickets come, easy! A steady
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stream of wickets and chances came as Panda finished with 20-1-8/43 and missed the chance to equal the best
figures for the club and almost got there had Tyler, the only kid in the team who could have got to it, held a
screamer at point for his 9th. But Tyler 4.4-2-1/9 made up for it and saved our ears from the bashing it would have
got had Panda got 9 by finishing off the last wicket to bowl North’s out for 82 from 39.4 overs.
Going into the break with a massive outright is always a great momentum provider and ensures we come back with
confidence for our first round after Christmas against last year’s finalists Eastlake’s in which we will need to be at our
best to beat.
From 2nd Grade we hope you all have a great Christmas and New Year’s break and we look forward to seeing you all
at the first training session on the road to finishing the season on a high again.

3 rd Grade
Round 9 v North’s at Harrison No#1
TVCC 10/240 from 60 overs J.Evans 88(86) & G.Randell 58(51) Defeated by North’s 9dec/278 from 65 overs T.Perez
14-6-3/38 & W.Seaman 10-2-3/39.
Cricket is a stupid game. That should be the title of our day 1. After winning the toss and the form returning to that
aspect of the game, we chose to bowl. Given the unavailability of a number of players getting this close to
Christmas, our side had good depth in that area and we looked to make the most of this.
First ball of the game, Caught Hollis bowled Cadden. Great start, this was following aby an extraordinary “not out”
decision on an BLW, no matter we continued, taking another wicket soon after, 2-15, 3-21 & 4-21 when Tom Perez
made a double breakthrough, Will Seaman chipped in at the other end making it 5-29, and then doubled this up for
6-33. Decision to bowl well and truly justified. Batsmen 6 & 8 for Norths came in and played like they had nothing to
lose. Boundaries at will and not offering a chance you would have thought they were 1-200 not 6-33. Some 100 runs
later and numerous bowling changes, Tom Perez removed their no 8 for 54, with 8 x 4’s and a 6. Their No 6 batsman
continued to just play at will, we did not bowl badly at all, he just picked balls off for fun not offering a real chance
until about 90.
He continued to bash us around finishing Not Out at 153 and while the rest of his tail end buddies hung around and
annoyed us, we struggled to contain the scoring especially considering for some strange reason were playing with
the boundary set for the U18’s girls championships.
Tom Perez 3-38 off 14 and Will Seaman 3-39 off 10 the pick of our bowlers.
We were left 12 overs to navigate to close out the day against what can only be described as a non threatening
attack, which should have been simple, however we did manage to lose Syed for 18 close to the end of play, leaving
us at 1-30. The run chase is not beyond us when you take into account the wicket and small outfield, so the chance
to shine and score a big hundred is there for the picking.
The lesson for the day, the game is never over no matter what the situation, and Cricket really is a stupid stupid
game.
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Day 2
There was an air of confidence amongst the group on day 2. Guido rocked up straight from Southern Cross Cricket
wielding the nicest piece of willow I have seen. Tom Perez was talking up his batting ability and there were some
reasonable skills on display in warm up soccer. Bicko was smoking throw downs and was destined to bat the journey.
With Nemesy away John Evans took over the captaincy and proceeded to hide himself down the order. Perez and
Bicko made the long walk out to the middle and the run chase was officially on. With Perez having talked himself up
all morning we were expecting big things. Unfortunately on the third ball of the day he flicked one into the chest of
short mid-wicket who bobbled it up and took the catch. Pez was the next man in and looked the goods. Pez smoked
a pull shot straight into the outstretched hand of square-leg who held a cracking catch and we were now 3-40.
Despite not having any umpires the week before it just so happened that the umpire we had this week was the
father of one of the North’s players. Matt Hollis was trapped LBW and of course the umpire’s son was bowling (it did
look out from the clubhouse however). 4-41. Lincoln went in to resurrect the innings along with Bicko who was
untroubled at the other end. In fact Bicko was hitting the ball very well. Lincoln hit a few through the cordon and
Bicko bombed the off spinner for a couple of sixes at the other end. The first was over wide mid-on and the second
was a tracer bullet over the bowlers head. Bicko eventually chipped one to cover and had to go for a well made 32.
Burge joined Lincoln but perished for 0 on the last ball before drinks. Lincoln got bowled on the first ball after drinks
for 12 and we were now in deep trouble at 7-76.
To be fair Guido and Pooh were now in the middle and things hadn’t looked brighter. I took up a position at the
scorer’s table and started to enjoy the master class that was upon us. Both wielding new sticks the wily veterans
started dominating the attack. Pooh was bludgeoning the ball all over the place and Guido was effortlessly lofting
boundaries. The entertainment value was high and it was a pleasure to watch. Both men reached 50 and got through
to tea still unbeaten. The onslaught continued and the partnership reached 123. On 58 off 50 rocks Guido copped a
rough LBW after a thick inside edge which proved to be devastating in the run chase. After enjoying the Guido and
Pooh show, Will missed a straight one first ball and we were 9-197, 82 runs still needed. Ben Cadden went out to join
Uncle John. Pooh was still flailing boundaries and we began sneaking up on the 278 run target. Benny was playing a
great supporting role and even contributed a boundary of his own with a slap down the ground. The score reached
240 and Pooh was in reach of a match winning ton sitting on 88. The miracle evaporated as Pooh lofted one out to
deep mid-wicket. The catch was taken on the fence and that was that.
A remarkable game in which both teams had the ascendancy at various stages. Unfortunately North’s were too good
across the fortnight
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4 th Grade
Round 9 v North’s at Chis No#2
TVCC 6dec/248 from 80 overs T.Seaman 132(216) & M.Swansborough 39(101) Defeated North’s Outright 10/72
from 41.3 overs R.Parry 7.3-5-4/2 & T.Seaman 4-2-2/4 & 10/79 from 65.2 overs R.Austin 4-2-2/3 & K.Catterall 5-12/14.
After a heavy week of weather where the centre wicket saw less sunlight than the North Pole in the dead of winter,
cricket was finally back on at Chis 2. A breakdown in our modern communications systems, meant an early message
that our 4th grade skipper was unavailable due to an injury received during the forenoon whilst conducting personal
preps for the match. This left the side with 11 on the books.
A quick look at the pitch and it was decided that there was only one option and that was to have a bat, the cricket
gods smiled upon us and we set about making it a long day in the field for Norths. A steady start by stand-in skipper
Paul Ayers and David O’Keefe (Snr) saw the shine taken off the new ball, with Ayers attempting to push the run rate
just before drinks and holing out to mid-on. This brought a player with his first start in 4th grade this season, Tom
Seaman, to the crease. A steady partnership of 79 was put together before DO’K (Snr) departed for 34, with Tuggies
2/101. A small fight back was started by Norths with Billy Bhatti (5) and Ryan McCaughan (0) saw Tuggies 4/119.
Michael Swansborough strode the crease with some determination and after scoring 26 was part of a 100 run stand
with Tom Seaman. The partnership was broken and Tuggies were 5/223 when Tom Seaman departed for a well
compiled 132. The option of getting past 250 and having a couple of overs at Norths that first week was enough to
see Keiran Catterall get innovative and energised, if only for a short time, until he departed for 8. Swansborough
(39*) and Richard Austin (5*) saw the day out and Tuggies were 6/248 off 80.
The second week started with still no skipper as his injury was still preventing him from playing. The decision not to
cover the pitch during the week, saw a sprinkle of rain on Thursday night/Friday morning put a green tinge on the
wicket. The decision was to declare before the start of play and send Norths in for a bat. An inspired opening spell by
Reece Parry saw him pick up three early wickets. With a hot day forecast, the skipper rotated the bowlers through
and wickets were tumbling at regular intervals until they were 9/48. A stubborn last wicket stand was finally broken
by the evergreen Reece Parry and Norths all out for 72. Bowling figures of Reece Parry 4/2 off 7.3, Billy Bhatti 2/12
off 6, Tom Seaman 2/4 off 4, Michael Swansborough 2/12 off 7.
Norths were sent back in after tea with 38 overs left in the day. Again Norths batsmen were in early trouble with
Richard Austin picking up two early wickets and Norths repeating their first innings form and losing wickets at regular
intervals with all the bowlers pitching in. An inspired change saw Sean McCaughan brought on with some left arm
tweakers, which played havoc with the batsmen, leading to a run out and two edges snapped up in slips. A small
period of resistance pushed the game late into the day and in the third last over of the day, Norths lost their final
wicket and victory was Tuggies. Bowling figures for the second innings Richard Austin 2/3 off 4, Billy Bhatti 2/10 off
4.2, Michael Swansborough 1/6 off 4, Sean McCaughan 2/22 off 9 and Kieran Catterall 2/14 off 5.
A fantastic result, outright victory to 4th grade, a good start to the two day season.
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5 th Grade
Round 9 v Ginninderra at Conder Oval
TVCC 7/139 form 45 overs T.Rogers 44 & A.Smith 36 Defeated Ginninderra 7/93 N.Kidd 5-0-3/13 & 9-1-2/21.
Round 9 saw the Vikings play host to second placed Ginninderra at Condor. And boy did it feel good to be back.
Having missed two out of the last 3 matches due to washouts and being away for the last game where we actually
got on I was absolutely champing at the bit to get back out on the field!
Before getting into the game I'd like to take a second to say a big thank you to Richard Austin for his efforts at
training on Thursday. Having set up the bowling machine, we were keen as mustard to get in front of it and have a
crack. Oz was about to chuck the pads on as people started to roll in but instead ended up feeding the machine for
the majority of the session before finally being the last person to get a chance to face up to it. Didn't complain, didn't
ask for anything, just did it because that's the kind of bloke he is. A clubman above all else. I know a few of my guys
really appreciated the chance to use the bowling machine as it’s not something we would normally get the
opportunity with, and they were genuinely thankful for the tips and advice Oz handed out while feeding the
machine. Its these kinds of displays from a lot of people at the club who take the time to help those around them
before thinking of themselves that make this club what it is. So thanks Oz!
Back to Saturday. Happy with the team that was selected, we were further boosted by the late inclusion of Toby
Rogers. Coming up against a Ginninderra team sitting comfortably in second on the ladder we knew we would need
every advantage we could get a hold of and Toby was one of these. After a delay at the clubhouse chasing keys, we
arrived at Condor to be greeted by a beautifully presented pitch and an outfield that could have definitely used a
trim. It was pretty clear that boundaries were going to be few and far between unless we went big. Good in
principle, a little harder in execution.
Having lost the toss (again, what are the odds??) we were sent into bat on a pitch we would have preferred to bowl
on first, but with that decision taken out of our hands we set about getting ready to go out and score some runs. The
target I had set was 250. Very achievable, very competitive. All we had to do was make it happen. What happened
next however did not exactly go according to plan. Paul Ticehurst gave the keeper some catching practice, Junior
Hammond felt a Cricket ACT umpire would not have given him out (he was alone in this opinion) and Manny gave
the keeper some more catching practice. Needless to say, when we found ourselves at 3/6 after 9 overs that target
had to be revived and some meaningful self reflection needed to be done. The new target? Get to 45 overs and see
what happened.
It was at this point in time that the future of TVCC stood up to be counted, and showed a few of the senior players
just exactly how cricket should be played. Young Adrian Smith partnered with Jacob Stephenson to put together our
first decent partnership of 40 odd before Jacob was bowled. Next it was my turn. And it as at this point in time I
would like to talk batting technique. When facing a very average bowler who is bowling slow, straight and full there
are various shots that a batsman can play. At the bare minimum he should at least block said delivery to avoid being
bowled and looking like a potato. Sadly, after facing just such a delivery I can’t help but wonder if Bicko might be on
to something when we argue over who is the bigger spud. Anyway, moving on. Akshay Joseph was next to the crease
and was looking promising before unfortunately being caught. A few balls later, after an extremely impressive,
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patient and well constructed 38 Adrian would also depart. this bought our final partnership to the crease in the form
of Toby Rogers and Nathan Corkery. Through grit, determination and application they would put on 65 runs in the
final 13 overs to finish both unbeaten, Toby on 44 and Nathan on 18. The younger boys especially had given us a
total to defend and really taken the wind out of Ginninderra’s sails. Cricket is as much a game of the mind as it is of
the body and when Ginninderra walked off after 45 overs, they walked like a team resigned to their fate and that
was largely due to our boys refusing to go cheaply.
Determined to get a result in the book, we took to the field with gusto and enthusiasm. The Tigers showed their
hand early; they were going to try and blast us out of the game early in their innings, but we had other ideas. After a
few close chances the first breakthrough came in the 5th over when I got one of their openers to cut a wider delivery
straight to point where Darkey was able to take an excellent low and fast catch. Jacob had obviously heard of a
keeping vacancy in 2nd grade that nobody else knew about as 3 overs later he took an absolutely stunning one
handed catch in front of first slip to hand Nathan Corkery his first grade wicket (get around him!). Manny picked up
the next wicket in the 15th over before Nathan Kidd bagged a brace in the following over (he wasn't done yet) to
have the Tigers reeling at 5/53 after 16. Looking to wrap things up, Toby and Darkey went for an all spin attack. Both
gents bowled fantastically and yielded a run out but were unlucky not to be able to put a wicket next to their name.
After drinks Nathan Kidd broke up the last threatening partnership with a superb delivery that sent the bails flying
before I took the last wicket in the 29th over.
While we did put down a few chances in the field, I cannot fault the effort and the energy that was on display to
wrap up the Ginninderra innings at 8/93. It was tremendously pleasing to see these fine young cricketers apply their
craft in grade cricket and get the result. The future of TVCC is in safe hands if these lads continue to work the way
they do.
It is worth noting that Ginninderra did only have 9 players, but in saying that I believe the following statements will
always hold true:
There are no pictures in the scorebook
1. There are no pictures in the scorebook
2. Winning is Winning
3. I would back my team against a full strength Ginninderra 5th grade team to still come away with the points.
It's good to be back in the winner’s circle. See you all next week.
Round 10 v ANU at Conder Oval
TVCC 10/90 off 25 overs J.Stephenson 15 & M.Singh 15 Defeated by ANU3/94 off 28 overs T.Stamp 6-0-2/11 &
M.Singh 6-0-1/12
The final round of the year saw 5th grade taking on ANU at Conder, keen to make amends for the disappointing
result against the students earlier in the season. Having dispatched 2nd placed Ginninderra last week we were keen
to make it 2 on the trot which would propel us back into the mid table and into a position where we could have a
crack at making finals. Our preparation was good through the week although we unfortunately lost Nathan Kidd on
the Thursday to a groin injury. Just how he got that injury is anybody's guess. Nonetheless this bought Connor
Welfare into the side to make his grade debut alongside Terry Stamp and Luke Zwiers.
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When I finally arrived at Conder (had to make two trips back to Chis to pick up various items that I'd forgotten) we
got the ball rolling. The pitch again looked fantastic although the outfield was still somewhat lush, and after winning
the toss (I'd forgotten what that felt like) decided to apply our trade with the bat. ANU started a few men short and
we felt the pieces falling into place; we had a chance to make a decent score here. We felt even better when early in
the second over Junior decided to get off the mark with a cracking shot over mid-on for 4. He'd clearly had jack of
being told to play himself in however was unfortunately on his way back to the pavilion shortly after. From there it
was a curious thing to watch, as all of our batsmen got in and looked to score runs (reasonably comfortably too)
before getting out fairly cheaply, none able to beat the top score of 15. This was set by Ryan Hays and in his defence
his wicket could be attributed to his father. Having come off at the drinks break, he was advised to stop trying to hit
the ball so hard. 2 balls later he was on his way back to the sheds after scooping a dirty full bunger to a shortish cow
corner. If he'd actually gone after it it would have landed on the roof of Lanyon Vikings. Or so he says. You be the
judge.
Frustratingly, the same young leggie who took Ryan's wicket would go on to take 2 more. I would
generously describe his bowling as 'non-threatening' but the age old adage proved true. Shit gets wickets. TVCC all
out for 90 after 25 odd overs. Disappointing but we were still going to have a crack at defending it as we felt we had
the strike power to take the wickets we needed to make a game of it.
The opening bowlers were to be myself and Terry, with the plan to knock at least 3 wickets over in our opening spell.
Terry executed this plan brilliantly, bowling great lines, perfect lengths and with great pace. He even threw in the
odd genuine bouncer, as much a surprise to us as the opening ANU batsmen who just managed to get under it. Let
this be a lesson to all young and aspiring bowlers out there; if you bowl to your strengths, put the ball in the right
area and persist you will get the results. Sure enough this proved to be the case for Terry as he bagged his first 2
grade wickets in what was a truly impressive spell from an up and coming young cricketer. I on the other hand
bowled 3 overs of complete junk before benching myself in favour of Ryan, who bowled extremely well and was
unlucky to have a catch put down. Manny took over the reins from Terry at the other end and also bowled well,
unlucky to have the ANU opener dropped as he was looking dangerous before finally getting his man with a terrific
delivery that sent the bails flying. Unfortunately we were unable to make a further impact on their line-up. We were
bowling well and fairly economically but we could not take the wickets and didn't have a total big enough to stretch
the game out. By 430 we were done and dusted, ANU surpassed our total in the mid-20th over.
While disappointed in the result there were still positives to take away. I was particularly happy with the juniors,
Terry, Conner, Luke and Akshay. Their effort, ability and application was first class and they are going to be putting
pressure on some of the blokes in the higher grades to retain their spots as these lads develop.
This brings the 2017 year to an end for 5th grade. A good chance for people to get away, have a break and rest up
any niggling injuries then come back in 2018 ready to really push hard and make a charge to the finals in the second
half of the season! As always, watch this space!
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Women’s Premier Grade
Round 8 TVCC Women’s v Weston at Stirling Oval.
TVCC 8/100 from 20 overs M.Mayoh 23 & E.Coper-Jones 17 Defeated by Weston 4/117 from 20 overs R.Kidd 4-11/16 & M.Clark 4-0-1/19.
The Tuggettes lost the toss and were sent in to field against a strong Weston Creek team. With an explosive first
couple of overs from their opening batters, the Tuggettes were scrambling to find their feet. The Tuggettes changed
up the bowling and managed to catch Sarah Seckold-McIntyre on the back foot, smashing one straight to cover into
Megan Mayoh hands. This was followed up shortly after by Macca taking KB’s middle stump out of the ground
sending her packing before she could make 50! Liz Coper-Jones also caught a screamer in cover off Bek’s bowling.
Although the highlight of the fielding day has to go to Ms Alex Wilson, keeper extraordinaire and “the safest hands in
Tuggeranong” the story goes a bit like this: X was charged in to bowl, Shelley Chattin had a huge swing at the ball,
her eyes set of sending that ball over the boundary for 6. Instead, she managed to sky the ball into the air, about 5
feet in front of the keeper. Alex chargers in, calling it her catch, throwing away her keeping gloves in the process
(why, we don’t know?!) catching it safely with her bare hands… the really winner, the fact she could get the gloves
off that fast without them hitting her either in the face or forcing her to fall over!
TVCC managed to keep Creek to 4/117 with Bek and Macca both taking away a wicket each, Kallie taking 2/12 off 3
and catches to Alex, Mayoh and Liz!
The Tuggettes went out to chase 117 (a chase-able total, or so we thought!) but instead managed to end the game
8/100. Unfortunately we lost a few big wickets to start the innings and it was a snowball effect from there. Big shout
out to Liz and Kallie for hanging in there at the end.
Highlight and scores go to: Megan Mayoh 23, Liz Coper-Jones, 17 Victoria King 16, & Kallie 14*
Round 9 TVCC Women’s v Ginninderra at Chisholm No#1.
TVCC 0/99 from 11 overs V.King 54*(40) & E.Coper-Jones 27*(26) Defeated Ginninderra 9/97 from 20 overs R.Kidd
2-0-2/5 & M.Mayoh 4-0-2/12
Losing the toss (apparently the captain really sucks at a coin toss…) the Tuggettes were sent into field against a
short-numbered (mostly junior) Ginninderra team. Changing things up a little, the Tuggettes gave the new ball to
two upcoming junior, Meg Woodberry and Liz Coper-Jones, who took a wicket each in their second over and the
keeping gloves to Annie Toole who had a ripper with the mitts. Bringing on the more “experienced” heads towards
the end. Highlights of the bowling innings included, Meg Woodberry 1/7 off 2, Liz Coper-Jones 1-11 off 3, Mayayla
Clark 1/7 off 3, Megan Mayoh 2/12 off 4, Bek Kidd 2/5 off 2 (best note that she bowled 5 wides… sort it out!) and
Victoria King 1/13 off 2. So wickets all around really!
Batting, no one else was really in for a chance. The Tuggettes send in a steady handed, well trained Victoria King and
her quick single buddy Liz Coper-Jones who managed to chase down the runs in 10.3 overs! Victoria smoked 54* and
Liz held her own with 27*
A great way to end this half of the season!
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TUGGIES HONOUR BOARD
Figure 1 Tuggies Honour Board
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1ST GRADE CAP NUMBERS
No

Surname

Given Names

No

Surname

Given Names

No

Surname

Given Names

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70

Woods
Clugston
Daley
Day
Dunstan
Egerton
Flaherty
Lilley
McElhinney
Spinks
Woods
D'Arcy
Fisher
Heseltine
Topp
Casey
Egerton
Ellis
Nemes
Townsend
Chambers
Kay
Moerkerke
Apps
Neill
Apps
Sealy
Cohen
Janke
Chapman
Duke
Rooke
Ryan
Curran
Freeman
Mitton
Lemin
Ogilvie
Macpherson
Bevan
Wade
Weber
Blencowe
Henry
Kidd
Ashton
Santer
Ball
De Sousa
Shearwood
McDonald
Moore
Jackson
Murphy
Kerr
Chalker
Bowler
Parkes
Porter
Mounic
Mulcaster
Spasic
Kaye
Robson
Cooper
Jeffrey
Mulcaster
George
Hays
Floros

Peter Robert
Sandy
Paul
P
R
T
Kevin Frederick
A
Sean Michael
Brett
Neil Alexander
Mark
Nathan
Phillip John
D
P
R
S
Paul Samuel
Bill
S
J
J
G
P
A

71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90
91
92
93
94
95
96
97
98
99
100
101
102
103
104
105
106
107
108
109
110
111
112
113
114
115
116
117
118
119
120
121
122
123
124
125
126
127
128
129
130
131
132
133
134
135
136
137
138
139
140

Kellar
Compston
Evans
Richards
Leeson
Harradine
Chamberlain
Asher
Bean
Haynes
Lovett
Zacny
Ferguson
Bath
Heaney
Heaney
Axtill
Griffiths
Kratz
Smith
Miller
Armstrong
Bretland
Kendall
Adams
Dennett
Cooper
Carroll
Goodchild
Holcombe
Males
Lang
Popple
Lupton
Pappas
Read
Mansfield
D'Cruz
Haywood
Fitzsimmons
Goodsell
Chambers
Evans
Pullen
Holland
Parry
Griffith
Hammond
Johnson
Mathis
Brain
Macpherson
Macpherson
Ritchard
O'Keefe
Boyle
Blacka
May
Thornton
Wescombe
Osborne
Randell
Tett
Dunn
Agosta
Dunn
Behrendorff
Perera
Devoy
Hammond

Evan
P
Paul Laurence
M
P
M
Raymond John
Michael
R
Jamie Jonathon
Dean Edward
Benjamin Paul
Tim James
G
Stewart Paul
Warwick David
Adrian John
Darrin
D
S
Grant Lindsay
Matthew Albert
Bradley Davis
Michael Anthony
Christopher John
Benjamin William
Aaron
B
Brad
Sven Alan
Christopher James
Steve
Gregory Ryan
Jason Arthur
Y
Thomas
Aimus
Denver Dominic
Justin Michael
David
Dylan Neil Donats
G
John David
David
J
R
David Patrick
Grant Edward
Dean A
Clinton Roy
J
D
S
Adam Martyn
P
Shane Thomas
Adam
Ashton Elise Peter
Thomas Collier
Michael Ian
Christopher Sean
Guy Anthony
Adam John
Ryan Paul
T
D
Jason Paul
Ashley Jeremy Weston
Shane Thomas
Steven Phillip

141
142
143
144
145
146
147
148
149
150
151
152
153
154
155
156
157
158
159
160
161
162
163
164
165
166
167
168
169
170
171
172
173
174
175
176
177
178
179
180
181
182
183
184
185
186
187
188
189
190
191
192
193
194
195
196
197
198
199
200
201
202
203
204
205
206
207
208
209

Floros
Osborne
Scaife
Witheridge
Dent
Slater
Hogan
Piper
O'Malvaney
Russo
Bryl
O'Malvaney
Barrington-Smith
Ephraims
Floros
Floros
Haywood
Henman
Reynolds
Thornton
Bennett
Davis
Devoy
Thomson
Nadesan
Ryan
van der Spek
Doherty
Chellew
Dean
Leach
Prescott
Stiller
Stiller
Berry
Senaratne
Lee
Webb
McDonald
Seary
Burge
Floros
Sharma
Vane-Tempest
Qureshi
Floros
Hawksworth
Sariman
Wade
Rogers
Onus
Burgess
Goonasagaran
Joseph
Ayers
Barrington-Smith
Osborne
Seaman
Whiteoak
Pappas
Chapman
Stankovic
Morris
Floros
Hesse
Hays
Anable
Monger
Dwyer

Jason Scott
T
M
Eric
Nick
Alan McPherson
Kevin Michael
Kyle Dylan
Michael
Christopher Mark
Sascha David
P
Michael Ian
M
Matthew Lee
Timothy Leo
Benjamin Ivan
B
M
Sam Collier
Vinesh Daniel
Shane Anthony
Craig
Gregory Russell
Kishanthan
Luke Ashley
Christopher
Cameron
Christopher Alan
Blake Sydney
Ian William
Chris Michael
Marc John
M
C
Kean Rohan Martin
Samuel Francis
Peter
Grant William
Adam James
Sam Ellison
Alexander Leo
Amit
Thomas Henry O'Neill
Muhammad Adeel
Benjamin Con
Dominic Peter
Nathaniel Allan
Gareth
Matthew Anthony
Adam
Daniel Enese
Keithan L
Nikesh Naduvathucherry
Logan Anthony
Justin Richard
Erin Alyce
Thomas Mark
Johnathon David
Jayden
Kevin Phillip
John Anthony Daniel
Charles Andrew John
Jake Anthony
Daniel Lawrence Pham
Tyler James
Ollie Desmond
Kieran
Samuel Brett
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J
R
Phil
Kenneth Henry
Matthew
T
S
A
Gregory William
S
Paul
Michael Gwyl
Matt
Graham Anthony
Nelson
John
John
M
D
Stewart
Simon
S
Mark
Barry Scott
B
T
M
Peter Duncan
D
M
P
Ryan
Daniel
S
John Desmond
C
David Michael
Darin John
Sean
Jason
William
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#BICKSPIX
Hello and welcome to #BicksPix, where each week I get to pick a worthy winner for the Player of the Round!
A $4 voucher for the club house and a prize come presentation night.
Welcome to another addition of #BicksPix unfortunately Bicks is tied up with work and been unable to do the write
ups and he has asked me to do them in his place so I hope I do him justice for his picks.
T20 Weekend – Jayden Pappas has taken home #BicksPix for the T20’s with a total of 127 runs at 63.5. His
highest score came against Eastlake’s with 92*which included 8 maximums. Not included here is the 30 he also made
in the T20 semi-final proving he is in a handy bit of touch with the bat.
Round 1 – Timmy Flo Floros takes it home in the opening round for the regular season. Not with bat in hand as
we would expect but by tearing the heart out of ANU in 1st grade with ball in hand collecting 3/22 from 8 overs and
inflicting 3 run outs. In the side as a bowler this round he graciously offered up the chance to other with the bat
collecting a golden duck to add to his achievements this round.
Round 2 – This second round was a tough pick with multiple performers stepping up for their sides. However the
stand out for this round was 1st Grade skipper Shane Devoy showing he is still a force this season with 6-2-5/8, 2
catches and 58*(75) against NCGCC. It is almost like last season never ended.
Round 3 – Again this round was tough as some strong performers chased the glory of a #BickPix and that $4 prize.
Daniel Big D Burgess brought it home with 22(14) and 7-0-5/26 in 2nd Grade against Eastlake’s following up the
disappointed he felt from missing out last round after demolishing North’s with 6/19.
Round 9 – Oh this is a bitter pill for me to swallow, but Bicks has spoken! Alexander Panda
Floros brings home this rounds #BicksPix with his bowling this round as he collected figures of 102-2/19 & 20-1-8/43 including a hat trick which could have been a double had a catch been help at 3rd
slip… sorry just been reminded it technically it can’t be a drop if you don’t get a hand to it, sorry
Matty Floros I didn’t mean to say you dropped his double hat trick when in actual fact you missed it
by moving far too early as you were beaten by the lack of pace off the bat. Probably worth a mention
here is Panda also choked on the best bowling figures for the club and was rewarded with a tub
(details below in the Winners and Losers write up).

PLAYERS OF THE ROUNDS
T20 Weekend : Jayden Pappas with 127 runs at 63.5 with a high score of 92*
Round 1 : Timmy Flo Floros with 8-1-3/22, 3 run outs & 0(1), but in as a bowler this round in 1st Grade!
Round 2 : Shane Devoy leading from the front with 6-2-5/8, 2 catches and finished off with 58*(75) in 1st Grade
Round 3 : Dan Big D Burgess with 7-0-5/26 and 22(14) in 2nd Grade.
Round 4 : Matt Hollis with 27 and 3 catches in 3rd grade against Weston Creek
Round 5 : Timmy Flo Floros with 105*(128) in 1st grade against Queanbeyan
Round 6 : Michael Swansborough with 7-2-4/15 a catch and 2 run outs in 4th grade against WDUCC
Round 7 : Craig Devoy with his tireless work preparing wickets that didn’t get used.
OD Semi Final: Matty Rogers with 67(85) in 1st grade against Weston Creek
Round 8 : Victoria King with 54* in Women’s Premier grade against NCGCC
Round 9 : Alexander Panda Floros with match figures 30-3-10/62 (inc hat trick) in 2nd Grade against NCGCC
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WINNERS AND LOSERS FINES NIGHT
Getting blood from a stone seems easier than chasing anything from the last social night of the year. Well anything
that makes sense to anyone who wasn’t there. But I’ve done my best to piece together some events for our
entertainment.
But we did get a big loser for the night thanks to Stanks who shared his frustration on Facebook. As the night came
to a close after a long day’s cricket and an even longer night listening to Panda talk about his wickets. John was a bit
peckish and suggested a pit stop on the road home for a quiet drive through super. With Mikayla, her boyfriend
Dave driving, Sophie and David Bickerton along with Stanks it was shaping to be a lovely meal. But this was prior to
the 12 year customer service assistant taking a millennia of 5 seconds to come over the voice box with “may I take
your order” for David “where’s your
Figure 2 WARNING!
Tucker Max reading is Adults Only!
professionalism” Bickerton decided to express his
displeasure with the service with a verbal bashing
the likes that only those present can truly come
to grips with, but I believe family was mentioned
and not it a warm fussy fashion. But with
everything the positive was that Stanks can now
say that he has been asked to leave aka kick out
of a MacDonald’s Drive through, which is truly an
impressive thing and surely not a first for Bicks.
From food to drink we head over to a story Kieran Kiz Monger gracefully shares with us.
From earlier in the day we had a different kind of winner… or loser pending your view point. With the second day of
the Norths game coming to a close only an hour or two after it had started we knew that there was going to be
plenty of drinks had that afternoon to celebrate. Most of the 2's boys went and sat on the hill of Chis 2 to watch the
4's with ice buckets of Beers, Bundy's, and Ciders, and the radio for the live Ashes coverage. Mitchell Marsh nearing
his first test hundred, Alexander Floros decided this was a
more important moment in his life than the birth of his first
born child would be or was… you really never know when
you’re Panda level loose. Chef Connor aka Panda’s best
mate aka the Cook from the photo on Facebook, Panda, and
I decided to head back to the clubhouse and watch the
moment he would bring it up, to which Panda exclaimed "I
will get so nude if he hits his hundred". Sure enough Marsh
hits a square drive for four to bring up a maiden Test ton
and being true to his word Panda on the boundary strips
down to nothing, arms raised in the air with pure elation. At
this stage Chef Connor notices the Gatorade Tub is still
roughly a third full, also including the ice that was placed in
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there not too earlier that morning. Connor and I had already come up with a plan that we will chase a still nude
Panda with this tub and pour it over his head, but as we get it through the gate on a 32° day Panda decided he would
make the job far easier by lying face up on the ground and hollered "get that $#%& on me". Under the watchful
crowd of snapchat, Connor found the exact moment I tipped the freezing cold Tuggies Red Cordial over Panda
followed by a 15 meter sprint to get the chill off.
For Panda, this was followed by a shower to clean off and the sinking of several more Bundaberg Rum & Coke's by
all. Not a bad way to celebrate a century by a man-crush, an outright victory and a social function to follow.
Again I’d like to thank Kieran for sharing the above.
For Panda, this was followed by a shower to clean off and the sinking of several more Bundaberg Rum & Coke's by
all. Not a bad way to celebrate a century by a man-crush, an outright victory and a social function to follow.
Again I’d like to thank Kieran for sharing the above.
What followed like any fall from grace is that after Panda proceeded to drink his team’s body weight, which is a lot in
just the cordon with Billy and me over the course of the next 16 hours. It is as clear as mud what happened for all
involved but reports have that stories of glorious wickets with in-swinging out-swinging leg-cutter that jagged into
the pads etc. and other jaffas from Panda in his ball by ball blow to anyone who listened, sprays about catching
directed at Matty and Tyler, declaration and tactical lessons to Jake, the art of slips catches to Stanks, trying to
explain to Jugs he was plum leg before earlier in the day, development of new nicknames from the Tooth Fairy,
hanging out with ex-GFs, Uber’ing home in daylight hours and a general mess of the Sunday after.
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TVCC 2 DAY FANTASY LEAGUE
So Jake Floros is on top after Round 9 and because of this I am not saying anymore!

UPCOMING MATCHES
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UPCOMING SOCIAL EVENT
The New Year brings a new social calendar and to start us off we have:
TVCC & Nemesy’s Australia Day BBQ
7pm 20 January 2018
A great night supplied by a Club Champ!
Don’t miss out and book it in early.

We also have the
Pink Stumps
High Tea
Coming Soon!
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CAPTAINS CORNER
Hello Vikings
It is my pleasure to bring to you this edition of the Captain's Corner. While I'm not sure if i fit the bill for
'Fearless' leader I will give it a red hot crack. When JD asked me to write up this edition of the Corner I
spent a long time wondering just what I would write down. I went as far as going back and re-visiting the
pieces written by the previous skippers and leaders and it was in fact that act that gave me my inspiration
for this week’s piece. So here goes.
I wanted to kick off by stating the obvious. Tuggeranong Valley Cricket Club is a terrific club, but I'll
come back to that a bit later. For those that don't know my story I joined the club a few years back in the
14/15 season having been invited the join the Penang crew in 2014 by Cattsy. It was there that I met
Reynolds, Drew, Jugsy, Bicko, Crush, Hammo and a host of other players who made it pretty clear that if
I was going to represent Tuggies in Penang then I had better put my name up to play when we got home.
Needless to say this is where I ended up. Quick Segway, if you ever get the opportunity to go to Penang to
play in the 6's tournament then grab it with both hands and don't look back. Without doubt one of the
best trips I have ever been on, largely due to the people you get to go with and the ludicrously cheap cost!
In the years since I have thoroughly enjoyed playing cricket for and being around the club and this year
was given the privilege of taking on the role of 5th grade skipper. To me this is not a reflection of my
ability or attitude or leadership but more a statement about the people that dedicate their time and effort
to this club and to their team mates. I am by no means an impressive cricketer and yet have been
fortunate enough to have met and/or played with so many people who were willing to take time out of
their own game to assist me with mine. Whether it was at training, at a game, in the sheds or in the
clubhouse, it could be a simple word or it could be the act of physically grabbing me and positioning me to
improve my technique. While still an extremely average cricketer and struggling to play anything that
comes out of a bowlers hands, my own bowling has at least come quite a way and my cricket in general is
leaps and bounds ahead of where it was and that but largely due to the input of those people.
In essence I think that this is one of the great strengths of this club and the main theme in this piece in
that there are so many resources and so much experience available to those who wish to take advantage of
it. And it is not just on the cricket pitch that this wealth of experience and resources exists. It also exists in
those that donate their time behind the bar, preparing and maintaining wickets, helping with covers,
running the pavilion, making lunches, scoring and working on the committee. Sometimes I think we are
guilty of taking this for granted and not remembering just how lucky we are to have this setup and the
people behind the scenes. It does not exist in all cricket clubs and it really is an asset that we can and
should be taking full advantage of. When Gareth Wade came over from England and played with the
club for a summer I had a chat with him one Saturday evening in the clubhouse. He was impressed with
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our setup and the people within the club, but could not understand why more people weren't down at the
club on a Saturday after play, sharing their experiences over a cold beer and building those relationships
that are the hallmark of the particularly successful sporting clubs in this world.
The club showed what we are capable of last year with our success in the higher grades and Women's
competitions and as GL said earlier in the year our next big challenge is the Club Championship. If we
can take that title then it will cement our position as the number one club in the ACT and make a
massive statement about the culture that we are continuing to foster and develop.
One of the goals I have set myself this year was to work to really develop the guys that I work with week
in and week out as well as guide some of the juniors in our club into grade cricket and build a solid
foundation for the future of this great club. I want to see them always looking forward, pushing our team
into a position where we are competing with the best in our grade and start to generate a bit of healthy
competition for spots in the grades above us. With a few wins on the board and some impressive
individual performances now under our belt I am starting to see that growth.
I want to finish off by challenging each and every player in my playing group (and everyone in the club for
that matter) to really look at their game, pick an opportunity that they have to work on and own it. Come
down to training and tell someone about what you want to achieve. Get their assistance in helping you
nail that achievement. Come down to the clubhouse after a game and talk about what went right, what
could have gone better. And then take it out on to the field and watch the progression in our results. I
really do believe the Club Championship is firmly within our reach.
Anyway, that's enough from me for one night. A safe and Merry Christmas to all and I look forward to
seeing you all back in action in 2018!
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COACH POTATOES
This section is for one of the many qualified coaches to share some wisdom and hopefully help us develop our game!
ADVANCED FIELDING TECHNIQUES
Presented by Neale Price and Shared by Billy Floros for our education!
MOVING IN WITH THE BOWLER
Like all preparation positions (the stance in batting for example), the number one priority is that the position does
not commit the player to an action due to the position alone. Moving in with the bowler gives you momentum in a
forward direction which is good, but too much forward momentum i.e. running, commits you to moving forward but
retards effective movement to the side or back. (Players need to be able to move in 6 basic directions – Up, Down,
Either Side, Forward & back).
The game is generally played on the ground and therefore, a good preparation position for fielders in the ring is
moving forward with short choppy steps in a slight crouch that allows the hands to hang close to the ground (the
position where they are most likely to be required).
It is important that at the point of contact of ball with bat that forward momentum ceases momentarily so as to
ascertain the direction of the ball and to allow the fielder time to adjust. (Just as with batting, the base is stable and
not still moving).
FIELDING POSITION
The basic fielding position for the ball hit toward the player is with the legs approximately shoulder width apart,
knees bent, tail down, head up and arms fully extended in front of the body. The body remains at 90 degrees to the
direction of the oncoming ball (the opposite foot to the throwing arm may be slightly advanced) until it is fielded and
then the throwing sequence begins (see CROW HOP).
The ball is received by the elbows retracting into the body slightly slower than the speed of the oncoming ball ("soft
hands"). The ball is then brought back via the belly button and continues behind the body as the throwing sequence
begins.
Remember, we are developing players to field in good conditions and assist players to cope better where conditions
are poor. The old knee down, "long barrier/fixed position" is a capitulation to either a "ground keeper's error" or a
skill error, one is beyond the players control, the other a weakness not to be tolerated and an area for further
practice. The only time the knee should drop to the ground is to block a rapidly moving ball directly at the player. In
this situation either one or both knees drop to the ground but the chest stays at 90o to the direction of the ball. (NB.
It is advised that all fielders use a protector when fielding.)
CROW HOP
The Crow Hop is the movement that transfers the fielder from the front on fielding position to the side on throwing
position in the most efficient manner while developing momentum for the throw.
After receiving the ball in the fielding position, the fielder begins a sideways movement with the foot on the same
side as the throwing arm (right foot for right handers) coming IN FRONT of the other and landing at 90 degrees to
the direction of throw. The front foot comes through into a slightly open position allowing for rotation of the hips.
The throwing sequence then begins. The greater distance of throw required, the longer and more powerful the
Crow Hop. In the infield of covers, mid-wicket etc., the Crow Hop is often little more than a shuffle of the feet to
gain the correct direction for the throw.
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THROWING
NB. The basic motion is critical. In training the ball should nearly always be thrown at 50% to 70% velocity with only
the last few throws at full pace. A good throwing plan and correct technique will assist with general throwing power
and accuracy.
Where possible the ball should always be gripped across the seam.
The throwing arm should rotate from receiving the ball DOWN, BACK & UP, to a position where the arm is ALMOST
FULLY EXTENDED with the hand and fingers ON TOP of the ball, fingers pointing away from the body and ELBOW
ABOVE THE SHOULDER. (NB. At this point, the player will have both arms almost fully extended, elbows above
shoulder height and the thumbs pointing to the ground.)
The front arm is withdrawn into the side and the throwing arm, led by the elbow snaps from a wide position (hand
wider than the elbow) across the body into the opposite back pocket. The arm rotates with the little finger finishing
on top. The ball is released with backspin.
After the ball has been released check the position of the foot on the same side as the throwing arm. The shoelaces
should point to the ground and the ankle should be outside the vertical line down from the knee.
Throwing base – NB. A basic of throwing is the stable base a thrower requires to make a throw. Strong powerful
throws are generally made with a wide, strong and stable base; whereas short sharp throws are generally with a
smaller base.
Correct technique is the key to good throwing. (Remember – The “feet” are quicker than the “hands.”)
MOVING IN ON THE BALL
SHORTEST THROW TO LONGEST
1. (a) UNDERARM (5 to 20m approx.)
The crucial points in the underarm throw is that there should be:
i.
No bend in the arm, firm wrist
ii.
The fielder should stay at the same height throughout the action (do not stand up)
iii.
Minimal back swing
iv.
If fielded one hand, the ball should be picked up next to the foot of the same hand.
i.e. right foot for right-handers. The step then incorporates the preparation for the throw.
v.
Always follow through at the target
NB. Unless the ball is almost stationary, or the situation of the game demands it, the ball should nearly always be
picked up in two hands for the longer throw.
1. (b) UNDERARM (0 to 5m)
The difference to the first throw is that the ball is either just moving or has become stationary.
i.
No bend in the arm, firm wrist
ii.
The fielder should stay at the same height throughout the action
iii.
No back swing, with the ball being pushed towards the stumps rather than gathered and thrown
iv.
In this throw the ball is gathered halfway between the feet in a running stride. For a right hand throw the left
foot will be forward and as the ball is gathered the right foot and right hand move through together
v.
Once again, follow through at the target.
NB:
This is basically a one hand pick up and throw.
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2.
THROW OFF THE WRONG FOOT
This is a reasonably short distance throw fielding a slow hit ball while moving directly at the target at high speed.
The forward speed is the factor that produces the momentum rather than correct mechanics. The throwing motion
is the same as fielding to the throwing hand side as the foot opposite to the throwing arm comes across the body to
retain the player's balance. The main coaching point is to maintain running stride.
3.
LUNGE THROW (5m – 15m)
This is the most modern of underarm throws, which is for a medium distance throw. The player moves to the ball
with their shoulders square to the target and a direct line between them, the ball and the stumps. The ball is picked
up with the hand beside the foot on the same side i.e. right hand, right foot. The player then continues with
momentum into a dive towards the target. The right hand extends and releases the ball whilst the left leg is fully
extended and is raised off the ground. The toes of the right foot would still be in contact with the ground and the left
hand is placed on the ground and acts as a cushion to the body. The throwing arm starts low and is projected
forward with a minimal amount of back swing.
4.
PICK UP, SHORT THROW (Short cover, short mid wicket)
This is a throw of short distance to a ball hit firmly and straight to the fielder. The ball is fielded in normal fielding
position. There are two techniques of throw dependent on the direction of the target. (a) To make a throw at the
'keepers end, the short cover receives the ball, shuffles his feet to re-align his hips (referred to as quick feet) and
fires off a short quick throw with the ball only taken back to the ear as the throw does not require much power,
rather a quick release (referred to as quick hands). (b) To make a throw to the bowler's end, the (right-handed) short
cover receives the ball and drops his left knee towards the other leg without moving his feet. This has the effect of
re-aligning the shoulders to allow a "quick hands" throw to the bowers end.
NB. With all throws, the feet will always be in position before the hands and arms move into a throwing position.
5.
PICK UP, CROW HOP AND THROW FOR VELOCITY
This is the basic throwing motion and is a combination of FIELDING POSITION, CROW HOP and THROWING above.
MOVING TO THE SIDE
6.
FIELDING TO THE THROWING HAND SIDE
The ball is picked up in the throwing hand with the opposite foot forward (left foot for right handers). The arm goes
back as the back foot lands. The foot opposite to the throwing arm swings across the body as the throwing arm
comes through. The leg acts as a counter balance to keep the fielder stable. The fielder should be encouraged to
keep running (similar to TECHNIQUE 2, THROW OFF THE WRONG FOOT) and not to stand up.
Because the fielder is moving to the side at speed and imparts sidespin with the throw, the ball will actually travel in
that direction after release. To counter this, the fielder should aim behind their target.
7.
FIELDING TO THE NON THROWING HAND SIDE
If the ball can be received in front of the body, (this should always be encouraged) the crow hop or stationary hip
turn (TECHNIQUE 4) is used to realign the hips to ensure they point in the direction of the throw. In order to assist
with the hip turn, players are encouraged where possible to use a shallow semi circle behind the ball prior to
fielding. This is called "rounding" on the ball. The harder the fielder runs early in the chase, the greater the
opportunity to round on the ball, and therefore the better throw they can make.
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8.
MOVING TO THE NON THROWING HAND SIDE
This is generally a defensive position. When the ball is struck so firmly to the non-throwing side that it cannot be
fielded in front of the body. From this position, the fielder receives the ball, completes a turn, landing on the back
foot (right foot for right handers) and releases the ball on the turn for throws of short distance, or then completes a
crow hop for throws of distance. Because the ball is now behind the body it may be most effectively fielded by a
slide turn throw to the non-throwing hand side (TECHNIQUE 1 0).
GOING BACK ON THE BALL
SHORTEST THROW TO LONGEST
SLIDE TURN THROW
The value of the slide turn is in the speed with which the change of direction can be completed, not in the velocity of
throw. It has two components, the slide and the throw. These should be taught separately before the whole skill is
brought together.
THE SLIDE
The slide used is called a figure 4 slide (due to the shape formed by the legs in the slide) The player chases the ball
and slides on the outside of the opposite leg to the throwing arm. This leg (the left leg for the right hander) is bent
under the knee of the outstretched (right) leg to form a figure 4. The slide carries the fielder to the ball. The ball is
fielded in front of the shin of the bent leg. As the ball is picked up, the extended knee pushes into the ground,
stopping the backward movement. (TECHNIQUES 9 & 10).
Throws to the non throwing side are completed with figure 4 slides that see the leg positions reversed (i.e. right leg
tucked under and left leg extended for a right handed fielder (TECHNIQUE 11). This slide is not that common and is
limited in its use versus more traditional pick up positions.
A more recently used slide is where the fielder dives to field the ball on their stomachs, gather the ball in the hand
and come to a position on hands and knees. A short throw can be made off the knees or the player stands and
makes another type of throw.
Players must become proficient with the slide on both sides of their bodies. The slide is far quicker than the rounding
to the back or standard pick up of the ball but some power is lost in the throw position that is achieved.
9.
SHORT DISTANCE SLIDE TURN THROW
This is the shorter and quicker of the two throws and is effective for short leg chasing back to effect a run out at the
'keepers end. As soon as the balance is gained, the short throw is fired off. The throw is completed from the knees.
This is the quickest method of return but also develops the least throwing power due to the throw being delivered
from the knees.
10.
INCREASED DISTANCE SLIDE TURN THROW
This allows a throw of greater power while still ensuring a quick turn. Upon receiving the ball, the fielder pushes the
extended leg down which has the effect of returning him to his feet. He releases the ball as soon as he regains
stability.
11.
SLIDE TURN THROW TO THE NON THROWING HAND SIDE
This technique is used when the ball is hit past the fielder to his non-throwing hand side. When the ball is picked up
the extended leg (opposite to the throwing hand) is pushed into the ground and the fielder regains his standing
position, completes a hip turn, plants the back foot and throws to the target.
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Practice is required in the actual slide for the fielder to understand when to begin their slide in relation to the
position and speed of the ball, and how best to use their speed to regain balance whilst not over balancing.
The key to this skill is the speed and efficiency of the turn, not the momentum developed for the throw. It is
therefore a throw for short distances.
12.
PICK UP & STATIONERY THROW
This is a throw for greater distance and therefore requires the development of greater momentum. The fielder runs
to get the same foot as their throwing arm, (right foot for right handers) behind the ball. This places them in a side
on position. They field the ball and without stepping, transfer momentum from moving backward to forward and
throwing. It is a medium distance throw that enables a relatively quick turn, but a throw of greater velocity than the
slide turn.
13.
PICK UP, CROW HOP AND THROW
This is the form of throwing for development of greatest power. It is the throw generally used from close to the
boundary.
The ball is collected in the same position as in number 12 above, however once the ball is fielded, the player
completes a crow hop and returns the ball.
14.
RELAY
This generally applies to throws on big grounds and is quicker than a loopy throw from the outfield, but also allows
for poor throws to be corrected or throws to be redirected in the case of a mix up or a fall by the batsman. A fielder
with a strong arm may return the ball quicker than a relay using two throws but there is no option with one throw.
The time difference is also minimal.
NB. I refer to “cut off men” in the following but a single “cut off person” maybe used for shorter throws or where a
player with a weak arm is forced to chase towards the boundary.
i.
The first throw is to be the longest throw. The "cut off men" should only be 20-30 metres from the target.
(2/3rds distance 1st throw, 1/3rd distance relay throw.)
ii.
When the ball is hit and a relay will be required, the cut off men run to their position ensuring a straight line
between the thrower, them and the keepers end. Cut off number two stands 5 metres behind the first man for the
awkward, short hop throw or the overthrown initial return.
iii.
The front cut off man should have both hands in the air and be calling for the relay well before the fielder
reaches the ball.
iv.
The fielder makes their best throw aiming to hit the top of the outstretched hands of the cut off person. (An
over strong throw will be taken by cut off number two or will go straight through to the target.)
v.
Once the ball is released the cut off man turns to a side on position. They initiate their crow hop as the ball
is arriving ensuring quick hands and quick feet to deliver the ball to the target as quickly as possible.
vi.
This first cut off man makes the decision to take the throw or otherwise. If the throw is awkward and will be
easier taken by number two cut off, number one will leave it to ensure a quality, errorless relay. Therefore, cut off
number two must be expecting to receive every throw and make appropriate position.
vii.
Players line themselves up with the WK’s end. The WK controls the target and is in complete control as to
the actions of the relay man, i.e. to “relay", "leave it", "keeper's end" or "bowler's end" as appropriate.
15.
MOVING BACK ON THE HIGH CATCH
If a catch is hit over the fielder's head, it is important for the fielder to get into a position that will allow them to (1)
move at top pace to where they think the ball will land and (2) keep their eyes on the ball. It is called the Drop Step.
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From the front on position, the player drops the same foot back as the side to which the ball has gone i.e. if the ball
has gone over the right shoulder, the fielder drops their right foot back. This quickly achieves a position from which
they can begin running. If the player has misjudged the ball, or it has swirled in the wind, the player turns while
keeping their eyes on the ball.
16.
HIGH BALL CATCHING
Over the years there has been much written about slips and close in catching but very little about the catching of the
high ball or the ball hit in the air to the boundary. In point 15 I address moving back on the ball with the use of the
drop step but what are the other components we should teach.
•
High ball in the infield
Assuming that the infielder has not given way to the call of an outfielder coming in on the same catch, the fielder
must move into a position that is best suited to the hit ball Ie. Is the ball directly above them? Is it spinning away
from them? Have they time to turn on the ball? What will be the position of the hands?
There are two main positions for the hands:
1.
The hands will be in front of the face, arms extended with elbows slightly bent, thumbs crossed at the 1st
knuckle and tips of the 1st finger on each hand touching. This hand position creates a diamond shape for you to look
through when tracking the ball, (also allows you to block out the sun), and the hands will be in a comfortable
position, allowing for the implementation of soft hands through the retraction of the elbows towards the ribs. After
the ball is caught, the hands will probably be resting somewhere close to the left or right shoulder. This catching
technique should wherever possible be used when catching the ball on the fence in the outfield and whenever the
ball is directly above your head, in front of you and high enough for you to get under and when you have turned to
face the pitch. (NB. If the ball has been hit flat and hard to an outfield position, the fielder can also adopt a scissor
position with the legs, with one foot forward of the other. This allows the back leg to bend and absorb more force
and cushion the catch even more.)
2.
The second position for the hands is once again in front of the face but with the palms facing upwards. The
hands must be in a position where they are around nose height, hard fleshy side of both hands touching, fingers
slightly spread and the 2 hands forming a cup shape. NB. Fingers point away from you and not up towards the ball.
Once again, the arms are extended out in front with the elbows slightly bent. The elbows are around the height of
the bottom of the breast. This hand position is used when running with a ball, or where a ball has gone over your
head and is spinning away from you. In both of these scenarios you can very rarely get your hands and body into
position to effect a catch as in Point 1 above. On receiving the ball the elbows will retract into the rib area, assisting
with the cushioning of the ball.
As with all catching, the main aim is to simply “catch the ball.” Where possible the above two catching techniques
should be practised and implemented.
TODAY'S ATHLETE
TOMORROW'S FIELDER
Only by raising the levels of expectations on players are we at today's situation where the “one sided” player is a
rather extraordinary exception rather than the norm.
Cricket thinking unfortunately has remained in the by gone era and the greatest handicap to the development of our
game is the limitations our imagination places on today's athletes.
It is becoming more and more common for players to affect run outs from within the ring from both sides. We need
to encourage the athletes in our game and free our imagination and their ability to what is possible, not what is
impossible.
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THE CHISHOLM SPOTLIGHT (THE QUICK FIRE 10…)
The Chisholm Spotlight is somewhere we can put someone under the spotlight in an attempt to get to know them, embarrass
them, entertain the rest of us, and maybe even learn to like them.

This has been a Floros production, like most things at Chisholm, featuring Sammy “Rig” Burge. Thank you for tuning
in and we hope you enjoy this episode.

How many years have you played for TVCC?
6 years I think!
What is your career high score?
68 in 4th grade last year against Eastlake’s at Deakin
What is your career highlight?
Highlight would have to be winning a T20 grand final in 2's a few years back
How many sports do you play in a yearly calendar?
If you include darts and pool then a fare few
What are the chances of Jesse Burge staying out of academy for weekend and coming back
for a game of cricket?
He's probably more of a wolf man nowadays. No chance what so ever, loves the dance floor too much.
Can you share any tips for betting on the successful horse at every TVCC cup?
Bit of a gut feel, the horse has to be able to roll accurately towards the end of the track. Times of Onus
and One Direction generally perform well.
What is your favourite football code?
Aussie Rules
What do you like most about the club?
Everyone gets around each other and everyone is happy to celebrate other people's success!
What are your plans for 2018?
Bit of Uni and hopefully scoring some more runs
(Sent in by Alexander Floros) For all of the aspiring athletes in the club including me, can
you provide any tips on how to look like a Rig rather than a Twig?
Push-ups and sit ups
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TVCC JUNIORS PLAYER OF THE WEEK
Tuggeranong Junior Player of the week 8 December to 14 December 2017

Charlie Voutos
From the Tuggeranong Phoenix
In the U12 division 2 Tuggeranong Phoenix v Tuggeranong Knights match at Bonython
Sunday 10 December
Charlie scored 8 not out off 16 balls and
Bowled 3 overs and took 3 wickets for 4 runs and a catch

SIX-A-SIDE FRIENDLY
TUGGERANONG Juniors hosted an informal Six-A-Side competition at Gowrie Ovals on Saturday 16
December with competitions in Under 11, Under 12 Div 1 and Under 12 Div 2 with teams from Marist,
Weston Creek and Eastlake competing in a relaxed and enjoyable atmosphere. It was appreciated by all
participants.

T20 BLAST AND IN2CRICKET
T20 Blast and In2Cricket played an extra week on 15/16 December to partly compensate for the recent
cancellations due to rain. TVCC appreciate Cricket ACT and Coordinator Jacob Tumeth for running the
extra T20 Blast week, and Daniel Oshyer and Lochie Hattch for running the extra In2Cricket sessions.
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CUSTOMISED MASURI HELMETS
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TUGGERANONG VALLEY CRICKET CLUB JUNIOR TEAMS
http://tvccjuniors.act.cricket.com.au/
Tuggeranong Juniors have 125 registered players for the 2017/18 seasons with the following teams:
Thunder Junior Girls Cricket League Plate (Under 13)

Under 13 Div 2

Thunder Junior Girls Cricket League Cup (under 17)

Under 14 Div 1

Under 10 Friday

Under 14 Div 2 (combined team managed by Marist)

Under 11 Friday

Under 16 Div 2

Under 12 Div 1

Under 18 Div 2

Under 12 Knights (Div 2)

Colts (Div 1)

Under 12 Phoenix (Div 2)

WHO’S WHO IN THE ZOO
Committee Members
President
Secretary
Cricket Operations
Pavilion Manager

John Evans
Liz Barrington-Smith
Justin Haywood
Pina Kidd

Vice President
Financial Controller
Treasurer
Women's Cricket Rep

John Kidd
Joel Armstrong
Wayne Lucerne
Rebecca Kidd

Greg Lemin
2nd Grade
4th Grade
Women’s

Jake Floros
Joel Armstrong
Rebecca Kidd

Captains for 2017/18
1st Grade
3rd Grade
5th Grade

Club Captain:
Shane Devoy
Paul Nemes
Michael Venables

CLUB NOTICE BOARD
Please ensure you are updating your availability for selection on MyCricket when the emails come out. This
helps greatly with selections and naming sides early. At worst please ensure an email is sent to
selector@tvcc.org.au with you availability. Any need to arrive late or depart from games early need to be
notified to your Captain and Justin as soon as you are aware of the need to do so.
Please ensure we are passing all the good bad and ugly including photos to jamesadyer1@gmail.com for the
future editions of the Tele.
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Welcome to the Tuggies Tele, a fortnightly view of what’s been happening on and off the ground at
the Mighty Tuggeranong Valley Cricket Club!

A New Partnership
CACT and Canberra Toyota have partnered to provide more to clubs and club members in Canberra.
Please see the below flyer for additional information. If you or anyone you know are considering a new or
used vehicle please pass this information on as it benefits not just them but also the cricket club.
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